We interpret the diphoton anomaly as a heavy scalar H 3 in the so-called 331 model. The scalar is responsible for breaking the SU (3) C ⊗ SU (3) L ⊗ U (1) X gauge symmetry down to the standard model electroweak gauge group. It mainly couples to the standard model gluons and photons through quantum loops involving heavy quarks and leptons. Those quarks and leptons, in together with the SM quarks and leptons, form the fundamental representation of the 331 model. We use low energy theorem to calculate effective couplings of H 3 gg, H 3 γγ, H 3 ZZ, H 3 W W and H 3 Zγ.
I. INTRODUCTION
A diphoton resonance around 750 GeV was reported by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [1, 2] based on 3.2 and 2.6 fb −1 of data collected at 13 TeV LHC. ATLAS observed a local significance of 3.9σ corresponding to a cross section of about 10 ± 3 fb, while CMS found 2.6σ with a smaller cross section of 6 ± 3 fb. And the large excess around 750 GeV is still confirmed by a recent study from ATLAS and CMS [3, 4] . The resonance is likely to be a new scalar in new physics (NP) model beyond the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. It has drawn a lot of interests in the field . Also, an excess of diboson events around 2 TeV was reported in LHC Run-I data [97] [98] [99] . That has been explained in terms of extra gauge bosons such as additional Z or W bosons in several NP models with extended gauge structures. New physics models that could explain both anomalies need to have two new ingredients, extra heavy scalars and gauge bosons. The simplest case is the new scalar is singlet under the SM gauge group which requires the model has vector-like fermions in order to couple to the diphoton at the loop-level. Many papers add the singlet scalar and vectorlike fermions by hand, while in the so-called 331 model with the SU (3) C ⊗ SU (3) L ⊗ U (1) X gauge group [100, 101] these additional particles naturally exist. There are many versions of the 331 model [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] which in general share nice features as follows: i) the anomaly cancellation and the QCD asymptotic freedom require three generation fermions; ii) the Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry [111, 112] which can solve the strong CP problem is a natural result of gauge invariance in the 331 model [102, 103] , etc. Refs. [70, 72] studied the diphoton excess in the framework of the 331 gauge symmetry in a specific version of the 331 model while in our paper we consider four possible versions of this model. Also, the trinification model of SU (3) L ⊗ SU (3) R ⊗ SU (3) C , which contains the 331 model as subgroup, has been considered recently in Ref. [74] to address on the diphoton anomaly.
The 331 model consists of very rich particle spectra. For instance, there will be five new gauge bosons, three new heavy quarks, three new leptons, and six new scalars. That has very rich collider phenomenology at the LHC. There are many versions of the 331 model which can be characterized by a parameter called β. Models with different β have new particles with different electric charges. The 331 model has been studied in details by Buras et al in Ref. [113] . In this work we follow the notation in Ref. [113] and consider different versions of the 331 model with β = ± √ 3 and ±1/ √ 3 to explain the 750 GeV diphoton and 2 TeV diboson excesses.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly review the 331 model and introduce the main ingredients of the 331 model needed to explain the diphoton and diboson excesses at the LHC. In Sec. III we explain how the 331 model could explain the diphoton and diboson signal. Finally, we conclude in Sec. IV.
II. THE MODEL
In the 331 model considered in this work, the right-handed fermion fields are treated as 
Note that the t and b assignment is different from the SM as a result of requiring q 3L being an anti-triplet. All the left-handed lepton fields of the three generations are all treated as anti-triplets to guarantee the gauge anomaly cancellation, which requires equal numbers of triplets and anti-triplets. The lepton fields are given by
The extra minus signs in front of top quark and neutrinos are to generate the same Feynman vertices as in the SM.
The symmetry breaking pattern of the 331 model is
which is realized by introducing three scalar triplets ρ, η and χ 
where the charges of Q V and Q Y are to be determined below. The vacuum expectation values (vevs) of ρ, η and χ are chosen as
It is necessary to mention that the scalar in higher dimensional representation is also possible.
However it is impossible to write the Yukawa interaction of the sextet scalar and quarks in a gauge invariant way [113] which is essential for the production of the neutral scalar at LHC.
Therefore we only consider the three triplets. At the first step of the symmetry breaking, χ and X is the generator of U (1) X . The electric charge generator is then given by Table I shows electric charges of new particles. There are exotic quarks (i.e. D, S, T ) for β = ± √ 3 whose electric charges are 4/3 or 5/3 [114] . For β = 1/ √ 3, the heavy leptons E are neutral and can be identified with right-handed neutrino. By introducing additional sextet scalar [115] one can generate small neutrino mass through the seesaw mechanism.
The scalar potential of the three scalar triplets is
where λ ( ) i(j) denotes the dimensionless parameter while µ i and the parameter f has a mass dimension. For simplicity, we assume f is proportional to v 3 such that the theory has no other scale, i.e. f ≡ kv 3 with k ∼ O(1). Three CP-even scalars and one CP-odd scalar (A) remain after symmetry breaking. The mass mixing matrix of the CP-even scalars is
In the limit of v 3 v 1,2 , the three eigenvalues are
Here h, H 2 and H 3 are three mass eigenstates of the neutral scalars, which are related with the weak eigenstates by a rotation matrix
where ξ ρ , ξ η and ξ χ are weak eigenstates of the CP-even scalars. One of the three CP-even scalars is identified as the 125 GeV Higgs boson (h) while the other two (H 2 and H 3 ) are much heavier. As a result of the two-step symmetry breaking, the H 3 scalar is mainly from the χ triplet while the h and H 2 scalars are from the ρ and η triplets. Table I for the scalar charges for different values of β.
In addition to the W -boson and the Z-boson, four charged gauge bosons and one neutral gauge boson appear after symmetry breaking. The four charged gauge bosons carry the same charge as the charged scalars; see Table I . We thus name them as Y ±Q Y and V ±Q V for simplicity. All the new gauge bosons achieve their masses after the first step of symmetry breaking and their masses are naturally around v 3 . Below we summarize the mass spectra of the vector bosons and scalars in the limit of v 3 v 1,2 :
• Gauge bosons
where c W ≡ cos θ W and s W ≡ sin θ W with θ W being the Weinberg mixing angle.
• Scalars
where k ≡ f /v 3 ∼ O(1) is understood. The degeneracy of A, H 2 and H W is owing to the remaining SU (2) symmetry after the first step of symmetry breaking.
The masses of new fermions (F) originate from the following Yukawa Lagrangian,
where i (k) run from 1 to 2 while j (m, n) run from 1 to 3. J kR refers to the righthanded heavy quarks D and S, J 3R to T , and E nR represents the right-handed heavy leptons E e,µ,τ . Note that χ can only give mass to the third component of the triplet fermions (i.e.
E e , E µ , E τ , D, S, T ), therefore, there is no direct couplings of χ to the SM particles. After the first step of the symmetry breaking, the new fermions obtain their masses from the vacuum expectation value of χ. For simplicity, we assume the mass matrix of the new fermions is diagonal, leading to the following masses,
For illustration we choose benchmark parameters
III. DIPHOTON EXCESS
To explain the diphoton excess, the cross section σ(pp → X → γγ) is estimated roughly
as ( 
where C gg = 2137 denotes the dimensionless partonic integral of parton distribution functions, and M H 3 is the mass of the H 3 scalar resonance. The partial decay widths of H 3 are given by
where P(x) = √ 1 − 4x (1 − 4x + 6x 2 ) is a factor correcting for the massive final states in the decay width. The corresponding coefficients denoted by c k ij can be derived from the Higgs low-energy theorem which will be shown in the following subsections. We have checked the expressions of the coefficients with those from Ref. [116] [117] [118] . Note that the total decay width Γ can be obtained by summing over the above partial decay widths. 
A. Loop-induced H 3 → gg
The interaction of the H 3 scalar to the gluon pair through heavy quarks can be derived from the low energy theorem [119] . In the SM gluon fusion production is induced by the top quark loop [116] ,
It is well-known that this coefficient is related to the top contribution to the gluon twopoint function from the Higgs low-energy theorem. Next we consider the case when the loop contains a pair of vectorlike quarks (Q c , Q) charged under the electroweak gauge group with the interaction
then its contribution to the gluon two-point function is [118]
where b
F = 2/3 is the contribution to the one-loop beta function of QCD from a Dirac fermion and M Q (H) = M Q + y Q H is the mass of the new heavy fermion Q when turning on the scalar as a background field H 3 → H. The y Q denotes the Yukawa coupling of the H 3 scalar to heavy quark Q. To obtain the scalar-gluon-gluon coupling, the Higgs low-energy theorem instructs us to expand Eq. 21 to the first order in H [119] :
Strictly speaking, the low-energy theorem applies only when the mass of the particle in the loop is much larger than the scalar mass, M The decay of H 3 → γγ can occur through a set of heavy fermions (F), scalars (S) and vector bosons (V). First, the contribution of heavy quarks and leptons to the two-point function of the photon is
where F denotes the heavy quarks (D, S, T ) and leptons (E e , E µ , E τ ). Here, Q F is the electric charge of those heavy fermions and N c = 3 (1) for quarks (leptons) is understood.
We note that there is a strong cancellation between new charged vector-bosons and new fermions, which leads to a small partial width of H → γγ. 
where V = V, Y and F µν is the field strength tensor of photon. Thus, we obtain the contribution of heavy new gauge bosons to the two-point function of photon is
In the SM the W contribution to the decay of H → γγ dominates over the one from the top-quark loop owing to a large beta function coefficient "7" multiplying the W loop result.
Another contribution is from the charged scalar S (H W , H V , H Y ) loops. For a general coupling of the photon to a pair of charged Higgs bosons,
the loop contribution reads as
In the limit of v 3 v 1,2 , the charged scalar masses are proportional to v 3 , which leads to
In the 331 model, the mass of charged scalar (H W , H V , H Y ) also depends on other parameters of the Higgs potential. The corresponding coefficient is then given by
where λ eff denotes the effective coupling of H 3 to charged scalars and M S denotes the mass of charged scalar.
For simplicity, we consider general interactions as follows:
The contribution of the vector boson loop to the two-point function of the Z-boson is
We expand Eq. 31 to the first order in H 3 to obtain the effective coefficent
The fermion loop contribution is
and
The scalar loop contribution is
The decay of H 3 → W + W − can be easily obtained from the result of H 3 → ZZ decay.
We consider the couplings between W -boson and new particles are same as Eq. 30, then
The decay of H 3 → Zγ can also occur through a set of heavy fermions, scalars and vector bosons. The contribution of the vector boson loop is
the fermion loop contribution is
and the scalar loop contribution is
We thus obtain
E. The 750 GeV Diphoton excess
Equipped with all the above analytical results, we calculate all the partial widths of the H 3 scalar and the cross section of pp → H 3 → γγ using Eq. 17. We choose
GeV as our benchmark parameters. Figure 2 displays the cross section contour of pp → H 3 → γγ at the 13 TeV LHC in the plane of λ eff and v 3 , where λ eff in the limit of v 3 v 1,2 is given by
For simplicity, we use a universal effective coupling λ eff to represents the above three cou- from the W W, ZZ, Zγ and gg productions at the LHC Run-1 [120] . The di-jet constraint can be satisfied over the entire parameter space shown in Fig. 2 . The blue horizontal line denotes the perturbative bound λ eff ≤ √ 4π. The cross section for β = ± √ 3 is larger than that for β = ±1/ √ 3 due to the electric charge enhancement of the charged scalars;
see Table I . For the models of β = ±1/ √ 3, one cannot obtain enough rate of the diphoton rate to explain the excess even with a large λ eff close to the perturbative limit. For Finally, we comment on the 2 TeV diboson excess observed at the LHC Run-I. The LHC Run-II data do not confirm the excess, but the data do not significantly contradict it either. One has to await for more data to make affirmative conclusion. The Z boson is predominantly produced via the quark annihilation. It then could decay into a pair of W bosons through the mixing with the Z boson [121] . 
